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Abstract

We present three events where high-resolution electric and magnetic field measurements from the Swarm satellite constellation

coincided with excellent F-region ionospheric coverage from SuperDARN. Large-scale ionospheric convection patterns from

SuperDARN, together with field-aligned-current patterns from AMPERE, provide information on quasi-static ionospheric dy-

namics traversed by Swarm. Because the Swarm observations and orbital path coincided with favorable SuperDARN/AMPERE

observing conditions, it was possible to filter the Swarm electric field observations into a quasi-static component that agreed with

the SuperDARN electric field. We contend that the residual electric field from Swarm is thus indicative of small- and mesoscale

dynamics not captured by the convection and FAC patterns. We compare calculations of the Poynting flux between the different

instruments and show that dynamics on small- to mesoscales can be highly variable within structures like field-aligned currents.

In the events shown, small- and medium-scale Poynting fluxes occasionally dominate over that from large-scale processes.
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Key Points:8

• Filtered electric fields from the Swarm satellites agree exceptionally well with Su-9

perDARN10

• Variable and high-magnitude Poynting flux structures are embedded in and be-11

tween field-aligned currents12

• Poynting flux from sub-quasi-static dynamics can comprise as much as half of the13

total14
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Abstract15

We present three events where high-resolution electric and magnetic field measurements16

from the Swarm satellite constellation coincided with excellent F-region ionospheric cov-17

erage from SuperDARN. Large-scale ionospheric convection patterns from SuperDARN,18

together with field-aligned-current patterns from AMPERE, provide information on quasi-19

static ionospheric dynamics traversed by Swarm. Because the Swarm observations and20

orbital path coincided with favorable SuperDARN/AMPERE observing conditions, it21

was possible to filter the Swarm electric field observations into a quasi-static component22

that agreed with the SuperDARN electric field. We contend that the residual electric23

field from Swarm is thus indicative of small- and mesoscale dynamics not captured by24

the convection and FAC patterns. We compare calculations of the Poynting flux between25

the different instruments and show that dynamics on small- to mesoscales can be highly26

variable within structures like field-aligned currents. In the events shown, small- and medium-27

scale Poynting fluxes occasionally dominate over that from large-scale processes.28

Plain Language Summary29

It is often thought that a significant amount of space weather energy deposited into30

the upper atmosphere of Earth (above ∼100 km altitude) is contained within small-scale31

(on the order of kilometres) fluctuations of the electric field. This kind of variability is32

difficult to measure do the sparse resolution (both in space and time) of instruments like33

ground-based instruments, or the global fitting procedures of satellite constellations. Those34

instruments, which tend to focus on observing large-scale “big picture” dynamics, do how-35

ever excel at providing important information about the global state of the upper atmo-36

sphere. We use small-scale (∼1 km) data from the Swarm satellites in this letter, in con-37

junction with ground-based radars and a satellite constellation, to obtain a complete pic-38

ture of how space weather energy dissipation is spread across all scale sizes. We find that39

small features that only Swarm can see occasionally dominate in terms of energy bal-40

ance.41

1 Introduction42

Electric and magnetic fields in the high-latitude ionosphere have been studied for43

decades as measures of space-weather/atmosphere coupling. At large scales, on the or-44

der of thousands of kilometres, Dungey cycle convection of the magnetosphere drives field-45
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aligned currents (FACs) and ionospheric plasma convection (Dungey, 1961; Iijima & Potemra,46

1976; Cowley & Lockwood, 1992; Weimer, 2001). These “quasi-static” or “DC” processes47

are typically well characterised by statistical datasets as being controlled by the orien-48

tation of the interplanetary magnetic field (e.g. Heppner & Maynard, 1987; Ruohoniemi49

& Greenwald, 1996). However, there are strong modes of spatial and temporal variabil-50

ity at small- and mesoscales that are difficult to model (Cousins et al., 2013). Causes51

of sub-quasi-static variability are wide ranging (Yu et al., 2022), and include processes52

such as substorms (Grocott et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2009), particle precipitation (Senior53

et al., 2002; Billett et al., 2020), and sub-auroral polarisation streams (SAPS; Clausen54

et al., 2012; Billett, McWilliams, Kerr, et al., 2022). On the order of kilometeres, kinetic55

Alfveń waves drive a large degree of small-scale variability (Lühr et al., 2015).56

Large-scale dynamics of the high-latitude ionosphere are notoriously difficult to de-57

couple from small- and mesoscale dynamics. Ground-based instruments, such as inco-58

herent and coherent scatter radars, magnetometers, and ionosondes, for example, excel59

at observing large-scale quasi-static structures due to consistently observing a specific60

region of space. Satellites, on the other hand, can measure ionospheric electric and mag-61

netic fields at a very high cadence in-situ, but cannot distinguish between spatial and62

temporal variations. It is often challenging to scrutinise high-resolution satellite mea-63

surements without fully being aware of the underlying quasi-static dynamics that are be-64

ing traversed, such as large-scale Birkeland/FACs, convective flows, and auroral arcs. Whilst65

one might think that the quasi-static system is responsible for most of the electromag-66

netic energy being transferred between the magnetosphere and atmosphere (otherwise67

known as the Poynting flux), there is in fact a much more complicated and poorly un-68

derstood balance of that energy across all spatial scales (Codrescu et al., 1995; Y. Deng69

& Ridley, 2007; Keiling et al., 2019). For example, recent work from Billett, McWilliams,70

Pakhotin, et al. (2022) estimated that the observed Poynting flux drops off rapidly when71

low-pass filtering high-resolution measurements from 1 km to 15 km, and then drops off72

linearly to a ∼50% underestimation at around 1000 km scale size (relative to 1 km scale73

sizes). Because no single instrument can fully capture the complex cross-scale dynam-74

ics that leads to this energy discrepancy, conjunctions between ground and space-based75

instrumentation are actively sought after, with the former often being referred to as pro-76

viding a vital spatially extensive region of context for spacecraft observations without77

which the latter would be considerably less informative.78
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In this letter, we present multi-scale observations of the high-latitude ionosphere79

using data from the Swarm satellite constellation, the Super Dual Auroral Radar Net-80

work (SuperDARN), and the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Response Experiment81

(AMPERE). SuperDARN and AMPERE datasets provide global-scale maps of the iono-82

spheric quasi-static electric and perturbation magnetic fields, respectively, whilst instru-83

ments on-board Swarm capture small and mesoscale variability. We extract the resid-84

ual variability in the Swarm data that is not captured by the large scale, quasi-static Su-85

perDARN and AMPERE measurements. We compare quasi-static and residual Poynt-86

ing fluxes, revealing strong multi-scale structuring and variability embedded within the87

large-scale FACs.88

2 Data89

2.1 Swarm90

16 Hz ion velocities and 50 Hz magnetic fields from Swarm A and B, at polar or-91

bit altitudes of ∼460 km and ∼510 km, respectively, are obtained from the Thermal Ion92

Imager (TII; Knudsen et al., 2017) and Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM; Leger et al.,93

2009) instruments. VFM data is downsampled to 16 Hz by averaging for the purpose of94

this study, to remain consistent with the TII and for the proceeding processing steps.95

“Spikey” noise in the ion drift data, defined as a single timestep where the velocity has96

a difference 300 m s−1 greater than both its neighbours, is corrected with the mean of97

its neighbours.98

The Swarm electric field (E) is derived from the ion velocity (v) and magnetic field99

B through the relationship E = −v ×B. We then employ a filtering scheme in order100

to separate the large-scale quasi-static system from the total electric field. A 225s Savitsky-101

Golay low-pass filter, as used in previous studies of Swarm derived Poynting flux (Ivarsen102

et al., 2020; Billett, McWilliams, Pakhotin, et al., 2022), produces this quasi-static elec-103

tric field component (Estatic) and leaves a residual (δE). After subtracting the terres-104

trial background field from the Swarm magnetic field using the International Geomag-105

netic Reference Field (IGRF; Alken et al., 2021) to get the perturbation (δB), a “quasi-106

static” and “residual” Poynting flux can be derived:107

Sstatic = − 1

µ0
(Estatic × δB) · B̂ (1)108

109

Sresidual = − 1

µ0
(δE× δB) · B̂ (2)110
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where µ0 is the permeability of free space and B̂ is a unit vector in the magnetic field111

direction. Assuming variations in E and B are mostly horizontal, the Poynting fluxes112

derived from Equations 1 and 2 are completely in the magnetic field-aligned direction.113

Thus, the Swarm E and B data are additionally transformed into mean field-aligned (MFA)114

coordinates (magnetic north, east, and field-algined) from satellite track orientated (along-115

track, cross-track, and vertical) prior to calculating the Poynting fluxes.116

2.2 SuperDARN and AMPERE117

SuperDARN (Greenwald et al., 1995) consists of multiple high-frequency ground-118

based radars in both the northern and southern mid to high latitudes. Each radar mea-119

sures the line-of-sight plasma velocity in the ionosphere by calculating the Doppler shift120

of high-frequency signals scattered by field-aligned electron density irregularities. At high-121

latitudes this plasma velocity mainly corresponds to the F-region convective ion-drift im-122

posed on the ionosphere by the magnetospheric Dungey cycle, but could also be a re-123

sult of mesoscale processes such as travelling ionospheric disturbances and MHD waves.124

When line-of-sight velocity vectors from multiple SuperDARN radars are combined, a125

large-scale fit can be carried out to solve for the high-latitude electric potential (Φ) in126

a given hemisphere (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998). Utilizing the relationships E = −∇Φ127

and v = (E × B)/B2, the contours of Φ relate directly to the ionospheric convection128

velocity and electric field. We utilize northern hemisphere SuperDARN convection pat-129

terns in this letter, supplemented with an empirical model based on the statistical de-130

pendence of SuperDARN convection patterns to the interplanetary magnetic field (Thomas131

& Shepherd, 2018), to fill gaps in radar coverage. The integration time for a single con-132

vection map is nominally 2 minutes.133

AMPERE (Anderson et al., 2014, 2021) provides global scale measurements of mag-134

netic fields perturbed (δB) due to FACs. These are obtained from the Iridium Commu-135

nications Satellite Network constellation after subtracting the background terrestrial mag-136

netic field from onboard magnetometer data using a main field reference model (IGRF137

or the World Magnetic Model (WMM; Chulliat et al., 2020)), then fitting a spherical har-138

monic formulation (Waters et al., 2001, 2020). The δB’s are related to the FAC densi-139

ties, J, by ∇×δB = µ0J. AMPERE fitted δB’s and FAC’s are produced at a 10 minute140

integration and 2 minute cadence. These fitted AMPERE data products are sampled onto141

a 1◦ magnetic latitude by 1 hour of magnetic local time (MLT) grid.142
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[a] [b] [c]

Figure 1. Example northern hemisphere Poynting flux calculation for 2013-10-14, 14:00 UT.

[a] SuperDARN electric potential convection pattern with the locations of binned radar data col-

ored as velocity vectors. [b] AMPERE perturbation magnetic fields. [c] Equivalent Poynting flux

calculated on the same grid as AMPERE using [a] and [b]. The coordinate system is Altitude

Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic (AACGM Shepherd, 2014) latitude and local time, in a polar

plot format with noon at the top and dawn to the right. The plot extends to 50 degrees AACGM

latitude in 10 degree segments.

By using the global fits to E and δB from the SuperDARN and AMPERE, the Poynt-143

ing flux can be derived globally using equation 1 (Waters et al., 2004; Billett et al., 2021;144

Billett, McWilliams, Perry, et al., 2022). Figure 1 shows an example SuperDARN/AMPERE145

Poynting flux calculation, illustrating that it is a powerful technique to achieve a data-146

driven snapshot of the global Poynting flux morphology. Given that both the SuperDARN147

and AMPERE in this instance utilize fits which significantly smooth out spatiotempo-148

ral fluctuations in the ionospheric electric and magnetic fields, we treat the resulting Poynt-149

ing flux as essentially quasi-static only.150

We additionally note that because the Iridium satellites orbit at a high F-region151

altitude of ∼ 780 km, a correction for the curvature of the magnetic field is applied to152

the AMPERE δB’s to project them to an altitude of 250 km (approximately the Super-153

DARN backscatter altitude, using the 3/2 relationship described by Knipp et al. (2014)).154

The same correction procedure is applied to the Swarm data.155
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2.3 Event Selection156

We note here that the Swarm along-track ion velocities from the TII sensors con-157

tain significant errors (Lomidze et al., 2019) associated with variations in the satellite158

floating potential (Burchill & Knudsen, 2016). We therefore impose a strict selection cri-159

terion for the events shown in this letter, to times where we expect the along-track ion-160

velocity to be small so that it can be set to zero. Because E = −v×B, the along-track161

ion-drift errors would propagate into the derived cross-track electric field. We thus uti-162

lize the SuperDARN plasma convection patterns, on an event-by-event basis, to find oc-163

currences of when the Swarm orbital trajectory was parallel to the electric field (i.e., when164

along-track is aligned with the electric field) for extended periods of time. An example165

of when this scenario would happen is during a cross-polar-cap satellite pass which di-166

rectly bisects a plasma convection cell, perpendicular to the ion-drift. This is of course167

not a perfect solution, because we expect that SuperDARN convection patterns are poor168

at capturing variability much smaller than quasi-static scale sizes. However, it minimizes169

avoidable errors in the Swarm electric field for the purpose of comparisons with Super-170

DARN convection patterns. Previous studies have carried out comprehensive validations171

of the ion-drifts from Swarm, including comparisons with those from the SuperDARN172

(Fiori et al., 2016; Lomidze et al., 2019; Koustov et al., 2019; Burchill & Knudsen, 2022).173

Supplementary criteria for identifying “good” Swarm-SuperDARN-AMPERE con-174

junction events are more adaptable. Foremost is that there should be excellent Super-175

DARN data coverage in the region a Swarm satellite is flying over, using a preliminary176

binned vector threshold of 500 points for the whole map, to ensure the electric poten-177

tial convection fit is well constrained. Secondly, both the SuperDARN convection and178

AMPERE FAC patterns should reasonably agree with each other, because we expect the179

convection and FAC boundary positions to have a linear relationship (Clausen et al., 2013;180

Fogg et al., 2020). In practical terms, the high-latitude R1 FACs should approximately181

extend through the centre of the convection cell, whilst the lower latitude R2 FACs should182

lie slightly poleward of the Hepnner-Maynard boundary. Discontinuity between a Su-183

perDARN convection and AMPERE FAC pattern could be due to poor SuperDARN data184

coverage, or particularly harsh horizontal conductivity gradients (Sofko et al., 1995). How-185

ever, the along-track electric field and SuperDARN data threshold criteria described above186

reduces the number of Swarm-SuperDARN-AMPERE northern hemisphere conjunction187

events significantly. Thus, the events were checked by hand for good convection/FAC188
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[a] [b] [c] [d] [e]

[f] [g] [h] [i] [j]

2014-02-18
Swarm B

2014-02-18
Swarm B

Figure 2. Swarm B-SuperDARN-AMPERE comparisons on 2014-02-18 between 16:52 and

17:12 UT. The top panels show SuperDARN electric potential contours and AMPERE FAC cur-

rent densities, segmented into 2-minute intervals, with the Swarm trajectory in each overplotted

with a black arrow. As in Figure 1[a], colored velocity vectors show the location of binned Su-

perDARN radar data. Timeseries compare electric and magnetic fields, and Poynting fluxes. The

color of the timeseries lines indicates if the data was from SuperDARN or AMPERE (black),

Swarm quasi-static (blue), and Swarm residual (red).

agreement. From the total number of events, three northern hemisphere passes of Swarm189

A and B were chosen to show in this letter.190
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3 Results and Discussion191

Figure 2 shows Swarm-SuperDARN-AMPERE comparisons during a polar pass from192

Swarm B on 2014-02-18. The data is segmented into 2-minute intervals from which a new193

SuperDARN convection and AMPERE FAC pattern was generated, given at the top of194

each timeseries set. The black arrow shows the path of Swarm B during each segment195

as it bisects the plasma convection cells on the dawnside (panels a-e) and duskside (pan-196

els f-j). In panels [c] and [h] respectively, the satellite passes perpendicularly through the197

R1 and R2 FACs on the dawn and dusk sides. The timeseries, from top to bottom, show198

comparisons between northward electric fields, northward perturbation magnetic fields,199

eastward perturbation magnetic fields, and Poynting flux. The Kp index during this pass200

was low (2+).201

The electric field comparisons in Figure 2 are between the SuperDARN convection202

(black), Swarm quasi-static (blue, Estatic), and Swarm residual (red, δE) components.203

Between [a] and [e], Estatic is negative (equatorward) until passing the centre of the dawn204

convection cell, where it turns positive (northward) along with the SuperDARN. As the205

direction of north and south changes as the spacecraft crosses the pole in panel [e], the206

sign of the SuperDARN electric field flips because the overall convection pattern orien-207

tation represents a dawn-to-dusk electric field. Swarm Estatic also flips sign and matches208

the SuperDARN trace almost identically in panel [f], but a rapid convection pattern change209

in [g] in the same region causes discontinuity. This change could be because the pole-210

ward part of the dusk cell is not well constrained by radar data in panels [f] and [g]. As211

the dusk-side FACs are crossed however, there is once again good SuperDARN data cov-212

erage and an excellent correspondence with Swarm Estatic. Overall, this event illustrates213

that our filtering scheme for Swarm data into a quasi-static component produces a re-214

markable consistency with SuperDARN convection map data, when radar coverage is215

good.216

The Swarm residual electric field is close to zero except when the satellite comes217

into contact with the FAC regions seen by AMPERE (Figure 2, panels c and h). In con-218

trast to Estatic, δE contains a significant amount of structure and variability, both on219

small and mesoscales. Because of the good agreement between Estatic and SuperDARN,220

the spatiotemporal variability in δE essentially corresponds to that which is underesti-221

mated by the SuperDARN convection map.222

–9–
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For the Swarm δB comparisons with AMPERE, there is an excellent correspon-223

dence in the eastward direction with clearly defined field-aligned current signatures (i.e.,224

a westward δB deflection on the dawnside and an eastward one on the duskside). We225

do note however that Swarm appears to see the FACs slightly earlier in the eastward δB226

than AMPERE on the dawnside (panels b and c), and later on the duskside (panel h).227

This implies that in this case the AMPERE fit is placing the FACs slightly poleward of228

Swarm observations. For northward δB, there is a poorer correspondence between Swarm229

and AMPERE which is is slightly more consistent on the duskside compared to dawn.230

The bottom timeseries in Figure 2 compares the Poynting flux from Swarm with231

that from the SuperDARN/AMPERE method. Because Estatic from Swarm is well rep-232

resented by the convection electric field from the SuperDARN, the quasi-static Poynt-233

ing flux from Swarm and SuperDARN/AMPERE correlate well. There is however a con-234

siderable amount of Poynting flux observed by Swarm that is not captured by Super-235

DARN/AMPERE. Indeed, the magnitude of Sresidual is comparable to Sstatic in the FAC236

regions, illustrating that as much as ∼50% of the Poynting flux energy budget is from237

small and mesoscales. This large discrepancy agrees with recent work by Billett, McWilliams,238

Pakhotin, et al. (2022), who showed that the calculated Poynting flux decreases with in-239

creasing scale size of measurements due to increasing electric field variability. It is clear240

that we see multi-scale variability within δE and hence Sresidual, likely as a result of Alfvén241

waves at high frequencies (e.g., Miles et al., 2018; Pakhotin et al., 2018) and plasma in-242

stabilities/shears at lower (but not quasi-static) frequencies (Cousins & Shepherd, 2012;243

Cousins et al., 2013). Sstatic will thus largely depend on large-scale solar wind driving244

conditions, whilst the Sresidual embedded within the quasi-static system will depend more245

on season and solar cycle (Matsuo & Richmond, 2008).246

Figure 3 shows two events where Swarm A crossed the duskside on 2016-05-06 (pan-247

els a-e), and two days later on 2016-05-08 (panels f-j), in the same format as Figure 2.248

The Kp index for the 2016-05-06 event was low (2+), and for the 2016-05-08 event in-249

dicated a moderate geomagnetic storm (6-). Note that the scales are different between250

panels [a]-[e] and [f]-[j], particularly the Poynting flux and eastward δB, which reach sig-251

nificantly higher magnitudes during the storm event.252

For the 2016-05-06 event in Figure 3[a]-[e], there was excellent SuperDARN radar253

data coverage of the entire dusk convection cell. The Swarm Estatic correlates very well254
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[a] [b] [c] [d] [e]

[f] [g] [h] [i] [j]

2016-05-06
Swarm A

2016-05-08
Swarm A

Figure 3. Same format as Figure 2, but for events on 2016-05-06 (panels a-e) and 2016-05-08

(panels f-j) with Swarm A.

with the SuperDARN convection electric field, but there is overall a higher magnitude255

between panels [b] and [d]. Similar to Figure 2, there is a fairly poor correlation between256

the Swarm northward δB and AMPERE, but a very good correlation in the eastward257

direction. Contrasting to the event shown in Figure 2, however, is small-scale variabil-258

ity within the magnetic field measurements whilst Swarm traverses the FACs in panels259

[b] and [c]. This δB variability is indicative of filamentary FACs embedded within the260

R1 and R2 currents (Neubert & Christiansen, 2003; Lukianova, 2020), which the fitted261

AMPERE data effectively only sees as smoothed-out and large-scale structures.262
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The correlation between the Swarm quasi-static and SuperDARN/AMPERE Poynt-263

ing fluxes is once again very good in Figure 3[a]-[e]. Interestingly, Swarm sees a sustained264

40 s period of negative (upward) Sstatic in panel [b], which SuperDARN/AMPERE does265

see, but to a much lesser degree (∼-6 mW m−2 compared to ∼-0.5 mW m−2). Upward266

Poynting flux implies thermospheric forcing of the ionosphere (such as via a neutral wind267

flywheel) rather than the other way around, leading to electromagnetic energy transfer-268

ring from the atmosphere to the magnetosphere (W. Deng et al., 1993). We also note269

that Sresidual is positive at the same time as the negative Sstatic, and at a similar mag-270

nitude, meaning that the total Poynting flux in that 40 s period would be much closer271

to zero. The balance between Sstatic and Sresidual tells us that the thermosphere can gen-272

erate large-scale quasi-static electric fields whilst effectively being “countered” by Alfvén273

waves and mesoscale dynamics of magnetospheric origin, an observation that would be274

missed by utilizing SuperDARN and AMPERE alone.275

The comparisons between Swarm, SuperDARN and AMPERE remain consistent276

even for storm-time events, such as that shown in Figure 3[f]-[j], The primary differences277

from a quieter event are the magnitudes of measurements, particularly the eastward δB278

and Poynting fluxes. Eastward δB’s reach in excess of 1000 nT for Swarm and slightly279

less for AMPERE, whilst both Sstatic and Sresidual reach ∼70 mW m−2. The SuperDARN280

convection pattern and AMPERE FACs extend considerably more equatorward than the281

other events shown in this letter, consistent with the expanding-contracting polar cap282

paradigm (Cowley & Lockwood, 1992). The northward δB from AMPERE is once again283

significantly different from that measured by Swarm, but it does follow a similar trend,284

offset in magnitude.285

In Figure 3[f]-[j], Swarm A traverses the duskside convection cell. We see very small-286

scale wave-like fluctuations in both the Swarm electric and magnetic field measurements,287

coincident with each other in panels [h] and [i], which propagate into Sstatic and Sresidual.288

The kilometre-scale sizes of these fluctuations is consistent with Alfvénic perturbations289

(Rother et al., 2007) occurring whilst Swarm is within the duskside FACs, similar to ob-290

servations of embedded waves by Wu et al. (2020).291
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4 Summary292

In this letter, we have made electric and magnetic field comparisons between the293

global scale fits of the SuperDARN and AMPERE, with high spatiotemporal resolution294

data from the Swarm constellation. We show that applying a Savitsky-Golay low-pass295

filter of 225s to the Swarm electric field data produces a smoothed component which is296

exceptionally close to the electric field derived from the SuperDARN convection patterns.297

The residual electric field from Swarm therefore comprises of fluctuations on small and298

mesoscales which the SuperDARN is unable to capture. Effectively, we have illustrated299

and validated a way of extracting the large-scale quasi-static component of the ionospheric300

Poynting flux from Swarm, leaving behind a residual which captures the structures em-301

bedded within.302

Utilizing this new filtering scheme we examined three polar-pass events, compar-303

ing the Swarm quasi-static (Sstatic) and residual (Sresidual) Poynting fluxes to those cal-304

culated using the SuperDARN and AMPERE. For all events, including a Kp 6- geomag-305

netic storm, the timeseries curve for Sstatic was very close in shape and magnitude to that306

derived from the SuperDARN and AMPERE. Sresidual, however, showed a significant amount307

of variability and often reached or exceeded Sstatic. In the events we examined alone, small308

and mesoscale Poynting flux generators accounted for as much as half of the total magnetosphere-309

ionosphere electrodynamic energy budget. Thus, we expect that instruments specialised310

in observing large-scale ionospheric structures critically underestimate the variability and311

magnitude of the sub-quasi-static system.312

In particular, the data comparisons in this letter reveal striking structure embed-313

ded within and between the large-scale R1 and R2 field-aligned currents, indicative of314

mesoscale dynamics and Alfvén waves impinging on the ionosphere. These comparisons315

would have not been possible were it not for the SuperDARN and AMPERE providing316

global-scale coverage of the high-latitude convection and field-aligned current patterns,317

essentially forming a comprehensive “map” so that the Swarm data could be interpreted318

effectively. We stress the importance of future multi-instrument comparisons such as these319

to help untangle multi-scale ionospheric processes.320
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Abstract15

We present three events where high-resolution electric and magnetic field measurements16

from the Swarm satellite constellation coincided with excellent F-region ionospheric cov-17

erage from SuperDARN. Large-scale ionospheric convection patterns from SuperDARN,18

together with field-aligned-current patterns from AMPERE, provide information on quasi-19

static ionospheric dynamics traversed by Swarm. Because the Swarm observations and20

orbital path coincided with favorable SuperDARN/AMPERE observing conditions, it21

was possible to filter the Swarm electric field observations into a quasi-static component22

that agreed with the SuperDARN electric field. We contend that the residual electric23

field from Swarm is thus indicative of small- and mesoscale dynamics not captured by24

the convection and FAC patterns. We compare calculations of the Poynting flux between25

the different instruments and show that dynamics on small- to mesoscales can be highly26

variable within structures like field-aligned currents. In the events shown, small- and medium-27

scale Poynting fluxes occasionally dominate over that from large-scale processes.28

Plain Language Summary29

It is often thought that a significant amount of space weather energy deposited into30

the upper atmosphere of Earth (above ∼100 km altitude) is contained within small-scale31

(on the order of kilometres) fluctuations of the electric field. This kind of variability is32

difficult to measure do the sparse resolution (both in space and time) of instruments like33

ground-based instruments, or the global fitting procedures of satellite constellations. Those34

instruments, which tend to focus on observing large-scale “big picture” dynamics, do how-35

ever excel at providing important information about the global state of the upper atmo-36

sphere. We use small-scale (∼1 km) data from the Swarm satellites in this letter, in con-37

junction with ground-based radars and a satellite constellation, to obtain a complete pic-38

ture of how space weather energy dissipation is spread across all scale sizes. We find that39

small features that only Swarm can see occasionally dominate in terms of energy bal-40

ance.41

1 Introduction42

Electric and magnetic fields in the high-latitude ionosphere have been studied for43

decades as measures of space-weather/atmosphere coupling. At large scales, on the or-44

der of thousands of kilometres, Dungey cycle convection of the magnetosphere drives field-45
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aligned currents (FACs) and ionospheric plasma convection (Dungey, 1961; Iijima & Potemra,46

1976; Cowley & Lockwood, 1992; Weimer, 2001). These “quasi-static” or “DC” processes47

are typically well characterised by statistical datasets as being controlled by the orien-48

tation of the interplanetary magnetic field (e.g. Heppner & Maynard, 1987; Ruohoniemi49

& Greenwald, 1996). However, there are strong modes of spatial and temporal variabil-50

ity at small- and mesoscales that are difficult to model (Cousins et al., 2013). Causes51

of sub-quasi-static variability are wide ranging (Yu et al., 2022), and include processes52

such as substorms (Grocott et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2009), particle precipitation (Senior53

et al., 2002; Billett et al., 2020), and sub-auroral polarisation streams (SAPS; Clausen54

et al., 2012; Billett, McWilliams, Kerr, et al., 2022). On the order of kilometeres, kinetic55

Alfveń waves drive a large degree of small-scale variability (Lühr et al., 2015).56

Large-scale dynamics of the high-latitude ionosphere are notoriously difficult to de-57

couple from small- and mesoscale dynamics. Ground-based instruments, such as inco-58

herent and coherent scatter radars, magnetometers, and ionosondes, for example, excel59

at observing large-scale quasi-static structures due to consistently observing a specific60

region of space. Satellites, on the other hand, can measure ionospheric electric and mag-61

netic fields at a very high cadence in-situ, but cannot distinguish between spatial and62

temporal variations. It is often challenging to scrutinise high-resolution satellite mea-63

surements without fully being aware of the underlying quasi-static dynamics that are be-64

ing traversed, such as large-scale Birkeland/FACs, convective flows, and auroral arcs. Whilst65

one might think that the quasi-static system is responsible for most of the electromag-66

netic energy being transferred between the magnetosphere and atmosphere (otherwise67

known as the Poynting flux), there is in fact a much more complicated and poorly un-68

derstood balance of that energy across all spatial scales (Codrescu et al., 1995; Y. Deng69

& Ridley, 2007; Keiling et al., 2019). For example, recent work from Billett, McWilliams,70

Pakhotin, et al. (2022) estimated that the observed Poynting flux drops off rapidly when71

low-pass filtering high-resolution measurements from 1 km to 15 km, and then drops off72

linearly to a ∼50% underestimation at around 1000 km scale size (relative to 1 km scale73

sizes). Because no single instrument can fully capture the complex cross-scale dynam-74

ics that leads to this energy discrepancy, conjunctions between ground and space-based75

instrumentation are actively sought after, with the former often being referred to as pro-76

viding a vital spatially extensive region of context for spacecraft observations without77

which the latter would be considerably less informative.78
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In this letter, we present multi-scale observations of the high-latitude ionosphere79

using data from the Swarm satellite constellation, the Super Dual Auroral Radar Net-80

work (SuperDARN), and the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Response Experiment81

(AMPERE). SuperDARN and AMPERE datasets provide global-scale maps of the iono-82

spheric quasi-static electric and perturbation magnetic fields, respectively, whilst instru-83

ments on-board Swarm capture small and mesoscale variability. We extract the resid-84

ual variability in the Swarm data that is not captured by the large scale, quasi-static Su-85

perDARN and AMPERE measurements. We compare quasi-static and residual Poynt-86

ing fluxes, revealing strong multi-scale structuring and variability embedded within the87

large-scale FACs.88

2 Data89

2.1 Swarm90

16 Hz ion velocities and 50 Hz magnetic fields from Swarm A and B, at polar or-91

bit altitudes of ∼460 km and ∼510 km, respectively, are obtained from the Thermal Ion92

Imager (TII; Knudsen et al., 2017) and Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM; Leger et al.,93

2009) instruments. VFM data is downsampled to 16 Hz by averaging for the purpose of94

this study, to remain consistent with the TII and for the proceeding processing steps.95

“Spikey” noise in the ion drift data, defined as a single timestep where the velocity has96

a difference 300 m s−1 greater than both its neighbours, is corrected with the mean of97

its neighbours.98

The Swarm electric field (E) is derived from the ion velocity (v) and magnetic field99

B through the relationship E = −v ×B. We then employ a filtering scheme in order100

to separate the large-scale quasi-static system from the total electric field. A 225s Savitsky-101

Golay low-pass filter, as used in previous studies of Swarm derived Poynting flux (Ivarsen102

et al., 2020; Billett, McWilliams, Pakhotin, et al., 2022), produces this quasi-static elec-103

tric field component (Estatic) and leaves a residual (δE). After subtracting the terres-104

trial background field from the Swarm magnetic field using the International Geomag-105

netic Reference Field (IGRF; Alken et al., 2021) to get the perturbation (δB), a “quasi-106

static” and “residual” Poynting flux can be derived:107

Sstatic = − 1

µ0
(Estatic × δB) · B̂ (1)108

109

Sresidual = − 1

µ0
(δE× δB) · B̂ (2)110
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where µ0 is the permeability of free space and B̂ is a unit vector in the magnetic field111

direction. Assuming variations in E and B are mostly horizontal, the Poynting fluxes112

derived from Equations 1 and 2 are completely in the magnetic field-aligned direction.113

Thus, the Swarm E and B data are additionally transformed into mean field-aligned (MFA)114

coordinates (magnetic north, east, and field-algined) from satellite track orientated (along-115

track, cross-track, and vertical) prior to calculating the Poynting fluxes.116

2.2 SuperDARN and AMPERE117

SuperDARN (Greenwald et al., 1995) consists of multiple high-frequency ground-118

based radars in both the northern and southern mid to high latitudes. Each radar mea-119

sures the line-of-sight plasma velocity in the ionosphere by calculating the Doppler shift120

of high-frequency signals scattered by field-aligned electron density irregularities. At high-121

latitudes this plasma velocity mainly corresponds to the F-region convective ion-drift im-122

posed on the ionosphere by the magnetospheric Dungey cycle, but could also be a re-123

sult of mesoscale processes such as travelling ionospheric disturbances and MHD waves.124

When line-of-sight velocity vectors from multiple SuperDARN radars are combined, a125

large-scale fit can be carried out to solve for the high-latitude electric potential (Φ) in126

a given hemisphere (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998). Utilizing the relationships E = −∇Φ127

and v = (E × B)/B2, the contours of Φ relate directly to the ionospheric convection128

velocity and electric field. We utilize northern hemisphere SuperDARN convection pat-129

terns in this letter, supplemented with an empirical model based on the statistical de-130

pendence of SuperDARN convection patterns to the interplanetary magnetic field (Thomas131

& Shepherd, 2018), to fill gaps in radar coverage. The integration time for a single con-132

vection map is nominally 2 minutes.133

AMPERE (Anderson et al., 2014, 2021) provides global scale measurements of mag-134

netic fields perturbed (δB) due to FACs. These are obtained from the Iridium Commu-135

nications Satellite Network constellation after subtracting the background terrestrial mag-136

netic field from onboard magnetometer data using a main field reference model (IGRF137

or the World Magnetic Model (WMM; Chulliat et al., 2020)), then fitting a spherical har-138

monic formulation (Waters et al., 2001, 2020). The δB’s are related to the FAC densi-139

ties, J, by ∇×δB = µ0J. AMPERE fitted δB’s and FAC’s are produced at a 10 minute140

integration and 2 minute cadence. These fitted AMPERE data products are sampled onto141

a 1◦ magnetic latitude by 1 hour of magnetic local time (MLT) grid.142
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[a] [b] [c]

Figure 1. Example northern hemisphere Poynting flux calculation for 2013-10-14, 14:00 UT.

[a] SuperDARN electric potential convection pattern with the locations of binned radar data col-

ored as velocity vectors. [b] AMPERE perturbation magnetic fields. [c] Equivalent Poynting flux

calculated on the same grid as AMPERE using [a] and [b]. The coordinate system is Altitude

Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic (AACGM Shepherd, 2014) latitude and local time, in a polar

plot format with noon at the top and dawn to the right. The plot extends to 50 degrees AACGM

latitude in 10 degree segments.

By using the global fits to E and δB from the SuperDARN and AMPERE, the Poynt-143

ing flux can be derived globally using equation 1 (Waters et al., 2004; Billett et al., 2021;144

Billett, McWilliams, Perry, et al., 2022). Figure 1 shows an example SuperDARN/AMPERE145

Poynting flux calculation, illustrating that it is a powerful technique to achieve a data-146

driven snapshot of the global Poynting flux morphology. Given that both the SuperDARN147

and AMPERE in this instance utilize fits which significantly smooth out spatiotempo-148

ral fluctuations in the ionospheric electric and magnetic fields, we treat the resulting Poynt-149

ing flux as essentially quasi-static only.150

We additionally note that because the Iridium satellites orbit at a high F-region151

altitude of ∼ 780 km, a correction for the curvature of the magnetic field is applied to152

the AMPERE δB’s to project them to an altitude of 250 km (approximately the Super-153

DARN backscatter altitude, using the 3/2 relationship described by Knipp et al. (2014)).154

The same correction procedure is applied to the Swarm data.155
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2.3 Event Selection156

We note here that the Swarm along-track ion velocities from the TII sensors con-157

tain significant errors (Lomidze et al., 2019) associated with variations in the satellite158

floating potential (Burchill & Knudsen, 2016). We therefore impose a strict selection cri-159

terion for the events shown in this letter, to times where we expect the along-track ion-160

velocity to be small so that it can be set to zero. Because E = −v×B, the along-track161

ion-drift errors would propagate into the derived cross-track electric field. We thus uti-162

lize the SuperDARN plasma convection patterns, on an event-by-event basis, to find oc-163

currences of when the Swarm orbital trajectory was parallel to the electric field (i.e., when164

along-track is aligned with the electric field) for extended periods of time. An example165

of when this scenario would happen is during a cross-polar-cap satellite pass which di-166

rectly bisects a plasma convection cell, perpendicular to the ion-drift. This is of course167

not a perfect solution, because we expect that SuperDARN convection patterns are poor168

at capturing variability much smaller than quasi-static scale sizes. However, it minimizes169

avoidable errors in the Swarm electric field for the purpose of comparisons with Super-170

DARN convection patterns. Previous studies have carried out comprehensive validations171

of the ion-drifts from Swarm, including comparisons with those from the SuperDARN172

(Fiori et al., 2016; Lomidze et al., 2019; Koustov et al., 2019; Burchill & Knudsen, 2022).173

Supplementary criteria for identifying “good” Swarm-SuperDARN-AMPERE con-174

junction events are more adaptable. Foremost is that there should be excellent Super-175

DARN data coverage in the region a Swarm satellite is flying over, using a preliminary176

binned vector threshold of 500 points for the whole map, to ensure the electric poten-177

tial convection fit is well constrained. Secondly, both the SuperDARN convection and178

AMPERE FAC patterns should reasonably agree with each other, because we expect the179

convection and FAC boundary positions to have a linear relationship (Clausen et al., 2013;180

Fogg et al., 2020). In practical terms, the high-latitude R1 FACs should approximately181

extend through the centre of the convection cell, whilst the lower latitude R2 FACs should182

lie slightly poleward of the Hepnner-Maynard boundary. Discontinuity between a Su-183

perDARN convection and AMPERE FAC pattern could be due to poor SuperDARN data184

coverage, or particularly harsh horizontal conductivity gradients (Sofko et al., 1995). How-185

ever, the along-track electric field and SuperDARN data threshold criteria described above186

reduces the number of Swarm-SuperDARN-AMPERE northern hemisphere conjunction187

events significantly. Thus, the events were checked by hand for good convection/FAC188
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[a] [b] [c] [d] [e]

[f] [g] [h] [i] [j]

2014-02-18
Swarm B

2014-02-18
Swarm B

Figure 2. Swarm B-SuperDARN-AMPERE comparisons on 2014-02-18 between 16:52 and

17:12 UT. The top panels show SuperDARN electric potential contours and AMPERE FAC cur-

rent densities, segmented into 2-minute intervals, with the Swarm trajectory in each overplotted

with a black arrow. As in Figure 1[a], colored velocity vectors show the location of binned Su-

perDARN radar data. Timeseries compare electric and magnetic fields, and Poynting fluxes. The

color of the timeseries lines indicates if the data was from SuperDARN or AMPERE (black),

Swarm quasi-static (blue), and Swarm residual (red).

agreement. From the total number of events, three northern hemisphere passes of Swarm189

A and B were chosen to show in this letter.190
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3 Results and Discussion191

Figure 2 shows Swarm-SuperDARN-AMPERE comparisons during a polar pass from192

Swarm B on 2014-02-18. The data is segmented into 2-minute intervals from which a new193

SuperDARN convection and AMPERE FAC pattern was generated, given at the top of194

each timeseries set. The black arrow shows the path of Swarm B during each segment195

as it bisects the plasma convection cells on the dawnside (panels a-e) and duskside (pan-196

els f-j). In panels [c] and [h] respectively, the satellite passes perpendicularly through the197

R1 and R2 FACs on the dawn and dusk sides. The timeseries, from top to bottom, show198

comparisons between northward electric fields, northward perturbation magnetic fields,199

eastward perturbation magnetic fields, and Poynting flux. The Kp index during this pass200

was low (2+).201

The electric field comparisons in Figure 2 are between the SuperDARN convection202

(black), Swarm quasi-static (blue, Estatic), and Swarm residual (red, δE) components.203

Between [a] and [e], Estatic is negative (equatorward) until passing the centre of the dawn204

convection cell, where it turns positive (northward) along with the SuperDARN. As the205

direction of north and south changes as the spacecraft crosses the pole in panel [e], the206

sign of the SuperDARN electric field flips because the overall convection pattern orien-207

tation represents a dawn-to-dusk electric field. Swarm Estatic also flips sign and matches208

the SuperDARN trace almost identically in panel [f], but a rapid convection pattern change209

in [g] in the same region causes discontinuity. This change could be because the pole-210

ward part of the dusk cell is not well constrained by radar data in panels [f] and [g]. As211

the dusk-side FACs are crossed however, there is once again good SuperDARN data cov-212

erage and an excellent correspondence with Swarm Estatic. Overall, this event illustrates213

that our filtering scheme for Swarm data into a quasi-static component produces a re-214

markable consistency with SuperDARN convection map data, when radar coverage is215

good.216

The Swarm residual electric field is close to zero except when the satellite comes217

into contact with the FAC regions seen by AMPERE (Figure 2, panels c and h). In con-218

trast to Estatic, δE contains a significant amount of structure and variability, both on219

small and mesoscales. Because of the good agreement between Estatic and SuperDARN,220

the spatiotemporal variability in δE essentially corresponds to that which is underesti-221

mated by the SuperDARN convection map.222
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For the Swarm δB comparisons with AMPERE, there is an excellent correspon-223

dence in the eastward direction with clearly defined field-aligned current signatures (i.e.,224

a westward δB deflection on the dawnside and an eastward one on the duskside). We225

do note however that Swarm appears to see the FACs slightly earlier in the eastward δB226

than AMPERE on the dawnside (panels b and c), and later on the duskside (panel h).227

This implies that in this case the AMPERE fit is placing the FACs slightly poleward of228

Swarm observations. For northward δB, there is a poorer correspondence between Swarm229

and AMPERE which is is slightly more consistent on the duskside compared to dawn.230

The bottom timeseries in Figure 2 compares the Poynting flux from Swarm with231

that from the SuperDARN/AMPERE method. Because Estatic from Swarm is well rep-232

resented by the convection electric field from the SuperDARN, the quasi-static Poynt-233

ing flux from Swarm and SuperDARN/AMPERE correlate well. There is however a con-234

siderable amount of Poynting flux observed by Swarm that is not captured by Super-235

DARN/AMPERE. Indeed, the magnitude of Sresidual is comparable to Sstatic in the FAC236

regions, illustrating that as much as ∼50% of the Poynting flux energy budget is from237

small and mesoscales. This large discrepancy agrees with recent work by Billett, McWilliams,238

Pakhotin, et al. (2022), who showed that the calculated Poynting flux decreases with in-239

creasing scale size of measurements due to increasing electric field variability. It is clear240

that we see multi-scale variability within δE and hence Sresidual, likely as a result of Alfvén241

waves at high frequencies (e.g., Miles et al., 2018; Pakhotin et al., 2018) and plasma in-242

stabilities/shears at lower (but not quasi-static) frequencies (Cousins & Shepherd, 2012;243

Cousins et al., 2013). Sstatic will thus largely depend on large-scale solar wind driving244

conditions, whilst the Sresidual embedded within the quasi-static system will depend more245

on season and solar cycle (Matsuo & Richmond, 2008).246

Figure 3 shows two events where Swarm A crossed the duskside on 2016-05-06 (pan-247

els a-e), and two days later on 2016-05-08 (panels f-j), in the same format as Figure 2.248

The Kp index for the 2016-05-06 event was low (2+), and for the 2016-05-08 event in-249

dicated a moderate geomagnetic storm (6-). Note that the scales are different between250

panels [a]-[e] and [f]-[j], particularly the Poynting flux and eastward δB, which reach sig-251

nificantly higher magnitudes during the storm event.252

For the 2016-05-06 event in Figure 3[a]-[e], there was excellent SuperDARN radar253

data coverage of the entire dusk convection cell. The Swarm Estatic correlates very well254
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[a] [b] [c] [d] [e]

[f] [g] [h] [i] [j]

2016-05-06
Swarm A

2016-05-08
Swarm A

Figure 3. Same format as Figure 2, but for events on 2016-05-06 (panels a-e) and 2016-05-08

(panels f-j) with Swarm A.

with the SuperDARN convection electric field, but there is overall a higher magnitude255

between panels [b] and [d]. Similar to Figure 2, there is a fairly poor correlation between256

the Swarm northward δB and AMPERE, but a very good correlation in the eastward257

direction. Contrasting to the event shown in Figure 2, however, is small-scale variabil-258

ity within the magnetic field measurements whilst Swarm traverses the FACs in panels259

[b] and [c]. This δB variability is indicative of filamentary FACs embedded within the260

R1 and R2 currents (Neubert & Christiansen, 2003; Lukianova, 2020), which the fitted261

AMPERE data effectively only sees as smoothed-out and large-scale structures.262
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The correlation between the Swarm quasi-static and SuperDARN/AMPERE Poynt-263

ing fluxes is once again very good in Figure 3[a]-[e]. Interestingly, Swarm sees a sustained264

40 s period of negative (upward) Sstatic in panel [b], which SuperDARN/AMPERE does265

see, but to a much lesser degree (∼-6 mW m−2 compared to ∼-0.5 mW m−2). Upward266

Poynting flux implies thermospheric forcing of the ionosphere (such as via a neutral wind267

flywheel) rather than the other way around, leading to electromagnetic energy transfer-268

ring from the atmosphere to the magnetosphere (W. Deng et al., 1993). We also note269

that Sresidual is positive at the same time as the negative Sstatic, and at a similar mag-270

nitude, meaning that the total Poynting flux in that 40 s period would be much closer271

to zero. The balance between Sstatic and Sresidual tells us that the thermosphere can gen-272

erate large-scale quasi-static electric fields whilst effectively being “countered” by Alfvén273

waves and mesoscale dynamics of magnetospheric origin, an observation that would be274

missed by utilizing SuperDARN and AMPERE alone.275

The comparisons between Swarm, SuperDARN and AMPERE remain consistent276

even for storm-time events, such as that shown in Figure 3[f]-[j], The primary differences277

from a quieter event are the magnitudes of measurements, particularly the eastward δB278

and Poynting fluxes. Eastward δB’s reach in excess of 1000 nT for Swarm and slightly279

less for AMPERE, whilst both Sstatic and Sresidual reach ∼70 mW m−2. The SuperDARN280

convection pattern and AMPERE FACs extend considerably more equatorward than the281

other events shown in this letter, consistent with the expanding-contracting polar cap282

paradigm (Cowley & Lockwood, 1992). The northward δB from AMPERE is once again283

significantly different from that measured by Swarm, but it does follow a similar trend,284

offset in magnitude.285

In Figure 3[f]-[j], Swarm A traverses the duskside convection cell. We see very small-286

scale wave-like fluctuations in both the Swarm electric and magnetic field measurements,287

coincident with each other in panels [h] and [i], which propagate into Sstatic and Sresidual.288

The kilometre-scale sizes of these fluctuations is consistent with Alfvénic perturbations289

(Rother et al., 2007) occurring whilst Swarm is within the duskside FACs, similar to ob-290

servations of embedded waves by Wu et al. (2020).291
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4 Summary292

In this letter, we have made electric and magnetic field comparisons between the293

global scale fits of the SuperDARN and AMPERE, with high spatiotemporal resolution294

data from the Swarm constellation. We show that applying a Savitsky-Golay low-pass295

filter of 225s to the Swarm electric field data produces a smoothed component which is296

exceptionally close to the electric field derived from the SuperDARN convection patterns.297

The residual electric field from Swarm therefore comprises of fluctuations on small and298

mesoscales which the SuperDARN is unable to capture. Effectively, we have illustrated299

and validated a way of extracting the large-scale quasi-static component of the ionospheric300

Poynting flux from Swarm, leaving behind a residual which captures the structures em-301

bedded within.302

Utilizing this new filtering scheme we examined three polar-pass events, compar-303

ing the Swarm quasi-static (Sstatic) and residual (Sresidual) Poynting fluxes to those cal-304

culated using the SuperDARN and AMPERE. For all events, including a Kp 6- geomag-305

netic storm, the timeseries curve for Sstatic was very close in shape and magnitude to that306

derived from the SuperDARN and AMPERE. Sresidual, however, showed a significant amount307

of variability and often reached or exceeded Sstatic. In the events we examined alone, small308

and mesoscale Poynting flux generators accounted for as much as half of the total magnetosphere-309

ionosphere electrodynamic energy budget. Thus, we expect that instruments specialised310

in observing large-scale ionospheric structures critically underestimate the variability and311

magnitude of the sub-quasi-static system.312

In particular, the data comparisons in this letter reveal striking structure embed-313

ded within and between the large-scale R1 and R2 field-aligned currents, indicative of314

mesoscale dynamics and Alfvén waves impinging on the ionosphere. These comparisons315

would have not been possible were it not for the SuperDARN and AMPERE providing316

global-scale coverage of the high-latitude convection and field-aligned current patterns,317

essentially forming a comprehensive “map” so that the Swarm data could be interpreted318

effectively. We stress the importance of future multi-instrument comparisons such as these319

to help untangle multi-scale ionospheric processes.320
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